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panel doors
The strong classical look of a recessed panel
door will never date and the simple elegant style
will complement any house. These doors come
in many different designs. Solid panels can be
combined with glass panels in the top half of
the door, to promote light transmission, while
retaining solid door security. Glass panels come
in a variety of styles, to add a contemporary
edge to your home.

SOLID ALUMINIUM DOORS
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PT6USA

PT8SA

glazed
doors
The glazed range of entry
doors allows maximum
light transmission into your
home, while maintaining a
contemporary clean look.
With a large range of styles available, and glass
options that include, clear, obscure, tinted,
sand blasted and double glazed, the glazed
door range is perfect for any entrance.

customised doors
In addition to all standard door designs, Fairview can custom
manufacture doors to meet your individual requirements.
Check with your local manufacturer to discuss your needs.
- Showing PTO-HV, a flush panel with negative detail SOLID ALUMINIUM DOORS – GLAZED
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tongue and
groove doors
This is an exciting
innovation in aluminium
entry doors.
The aluminium tongue and groove range
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TONGUE AND GROOVE - FRAMELESS
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TONGUE AND GROOVE – FRAMED
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sidelights
and half doors

Sidelights and half doors
are a stylish accessory
to any entrance.
Both side lights and half doors create a
wider entrance and allow greater natural
light flow through your entrance.

arched doors
A square door, offset by the sweeping line of an
arched window creates an entranceway with a colonial
air and grace.
Arched doors have proved to be very popular,

There are minimum size restrictions for all arched

especially when used as a grand double door

doors. Door appearance will vary depending upon

entrance. You can incorporate, traditional or

door size, due to the fixed moulding dimensions.

modern lead lights into these arched doors,
as well as choosing your own colour and arch
style; this all results in your own personalised
elegant entranceway.

ARCHED DOORS

PAS1*

*Minimum width 810mm
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PAH*

HALF DOORS
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HALF DOORS – GLAZED
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PTO doors
The Platinium PTO door
is custom made for a wide
range of architectural and
commercial settings. They
are especially suited to
exterior situations and are
ideal for security storage,

commercial buildings and
egress doors. PTO is ideal for
any application that requires
a strong, yet lightweight
door. PTO doors also make
a beautiful contemporary
residential entry.

The door is constructed using a sturdy foam
filled core, covered with two tough aluminium
sheets, providing a stiff secure door that will
last the test of time. The door is available in a
variety of designs including glazed and louvre
options allowing adaptibility to a wide range of
settings. For commercial applications the door
can also be supplied with a 40mm industrial
door frame, which comes complete with a
door infill and sill.

PTO DOORS
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H-Faktor
doors
The H-Faktor Series,
consisting of thermally
efficient aluminium entry
doors, is the ideal choice to
improve energy efficiency.
Perfect for residential and
commercial buildings that
value energy efficiency and
elegance. The option of
dual colours (inside/outside)
provide additional design
flexibility.

The thermal break system is the technology that

which reduces heat loss and in turn increases

lies at the core of the H-Faktor range of thermally

energy efficiency. The H-Faktor door promotes
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Platinium entry doors.

innovative thermally bridged aluminium door

Hardware
Your Platinum door will be
complemented by installing
beautiful hardware.
Whether you prefer a traditional grip-set lock
or thumb-turns accompanied by a striking
pull handle, Platinum doors are compatible
with hardware available from all major
manufacturers. For added security, multi-point
locks and digital locks are also suitable for use
with Platinum doors. Discuss the appropriate
option with your supplier or our customer
service team.
Mortice lock with lever handle
and dead bolt cylinder

Square grip-set lock
and dead bolt

Mortice lock with thumb
turn, dead bolt cylinder
and pull handle

wood grain
powder finish
The latest in powder coat finish that truly
replicates wood. The secret lies in the
patented process of heat bonding a wood
grain powder finish to aluminium. This not
only looks and feels like wood, it is also
durable, low maintenance, and unlike wood
will never swell, split or warp. There is a wide
range of finishes available such as cherry,
cedar, walnut and oak. All give a long lasting
finish that looks great for years, but does
not require the care and maintenance of a
wooden door. Wood grain powder coating
really has to be seen to be believed.

colours and glass
There are many colour
and glass options available
for Platinum entry doors.
Refer to the Fairview
colour chart for specific
colour matching information.
Talk to your supplier about
the wide range of glass
options available.

Care & maintenance
Your aluminium products are pre-finished in

guidelines are followed. These guidelines are

long-lasting electrostatically applied powder

available from our customer service team on

coatings. A combination of painstaking

09 573 2060 or may be downloaded directly

preparation, careful workmanship and the

from our website

latest technology have come together to bring
you your powder coated doors.

www.fairviewwindows.co.nz

Powder coating is one of the most durable

Warranty†

colour coatings available and with very little

All standard Fairview products combine a 5 year

effort on your part will provide many years

Workmanship and Weather Tightness

of excellent service. Powder coatings are

Guarantee; with a 15 Year Powder Coating

maintainable for an indefinite period under

Warranty, covering colour integrity and

normal environmental conditions, provided

colour adhesion.

that the recommended care and maintenance

† Standard colours only, conditions apply.
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